
  Premiere 
ESSENTIAL SKILLS Checklist 
Name: _________________________________________________________________  Date: ________________ 

 1: Pre-Editing Tasks 
� Demonstrate how to create a new folder
� Demonstrate how to name/rename the folder you 

created
� Demonstrate how to move content (assets) into this 

folder. Assets can include video clips, audio files, 
music, pictures & graphic files. *Move content from 
an SD card onto the computer. SD cards and media 
readers are available for practicing this skill. 

2: Opening/Creating Premiere Elements Projects 
� Demonstrate how to open Adobe Premiere  
� Demonstrate how to create a new Premiere 

project 
� Demonstrate how to name a  

project file 
� Demonstrate how to save the Premiere 

project file to the folder you created previously 
� Explain how to determine the appropriate “project 

settings” e.g. set scratch disks to the folder

3: Premiere Workspace 
� Explain/show where the following window workspace 

areas are located within Premiere Elements: A. 
Monitor Pannel, B. Sceneline, C. Timeline, D. Task 
Panel 

 Explain what the four workspace areas are for. What 
is the purpose of each area? 

4: Adding/Importing Media Assets into the 
Project 
 Explain what each of the tracks within the timeline 

are used for (Video 2, Audio 2, Video 1, Audio 1, 
Narration, Soundtrack) 

� Demonstrate how to add media (video, images & 
sound files) to the timeline 

� Demonstrate how to add video or still images into the 
timeline for the purpose of “picture-in-picture” or 
“chromakey” editing. Show what track everything 
belongs on. 

5: Basic Editing Tasks 
�  Point out the “scrubber” (also known as the “CT Line”) 

and explain what its purpose is. 
� Explain how to use 'in' and 'out' points on a clip
� Demonstrate how to trim clips in the timeline 
� Demonstrate how to split clips 
� Demonstrate how to extend (make appear longer) a 

picture in the timeline 
� Demonstrate how to add a sound effect (audio file) 

from the files provided via the shortcut on your 
desktop 
� Demonstrate how to raise and lower an audio track 

volume 
� Demonstrate how to create/insert a title box at the 

beginning of the timeline (before the first video clip) 
� Demonstrate how to create/insert a text overlay 

(layered on top or over the video) within the timeline. 
(The video should be visible behind the text) 
� Demonstrate how to delete a clip, image, text/title 

box, or sound file from within the timeline 
� Demonstrate how to create narration (voice over) and 

insert it into the timeline 
� Demonstrate how to perform an “L” Cut and a “J” Cut 
�  Demonstrate how to change video clip speed & 

duration 
� Demonstrate how to capture a “freeze frame” (still 

image) from a video clip 



6: Applying & Animating Effects or Transitions 
�  Demonstrate how to add a video effect to a video clip 

(i.e. Auto Color, Black & White, Chromakey, and Old 
Film Look) 

� Demonstrate how to modify/change the applied 
effect settings/properties 

� Demonstrate how to use key frames
� Demonstrate how to remove/delete an applied video 

effect 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

7: Saving & Sharing your Video 
�  Demonstrate how to Export media 
�  Demonstrate how to name the file and where to save 

the file prior t
� Demonstrate how to view your completed (rendered) 

video as a Quicktime
� Demonstrate you can back up a project
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